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Unit 4: Long Distance Love
Long Distance Love

Sailors were often at sea for long periods of time – months or even years – leaving their wives and loved ones at home waiting for their return. For some women unwilling to be separated from their sweethearts they followed their men into the Navy either as passengers or disguised as male sailors.

For the wives of low ranking sailors, they lived difficult lives at home in Britain. The sailors were only paid once their ship returned to Britain. Therefore, the wives and children often had to find work to earn money for food and shelter. Sometimes the wives and children would even resort to begging in the streets.

Whilst at sea the men often spent their free time thinking about their loved ones at home. For those who were educated, they would write love letters to their sweethearts or if they could not write they would ask a friend to write their letters. They would also engrave silver coins and send these love tokens to their loved ones.

The Silver Token

This silver half-crown coin was engraved by a sailor named Peter Barns who gave it to his loved one as a love token. The writing reads, “When this you see, remember me”.

What else on the coin shows that this is a love token? Why do you think someone made a hole in the coin?

Activity: Pretend that you are a sailor at sea. Write 4-lined poem for a loved one back home who you have not seen for many months (such as a member of your family). Now make your own love token engraved with your poem and send it home.
Song 4 - Adieu, sweet lovely Nancy

This is a popular traditional song from Mr Copper, Rottingdean, Sussex, collected by Mrs K Lee in 1898.

The song is from the point of view of a sailor who is about to go to sea and will be leaving his true love, Nancy, behind. It is a beautiful song which probably works best as a listening and comprehension song, but could be learnt as an extension.

Lyrics

1. Here’s adieu, sweet lovely Nancy, ten thousand times adieu,  
   I’m a-going across the ocean, love, to seek for something new.  
   Come change your ring with me, dear girl, come change your ring with me,  
   For it might be a token of true love while I am on the sea.

2. When I am far upon the sea you know not where I am.  
   Kind letters I will write to you from every foreign land.  
   The secrets of your heart, dear girl, are the best of my good will,  
   So let my body be where it might, my heart shall be with you still.

3. There’s a heavy storm a-rising, see how it gathers round,  
   While we poor souls on the ocean wide are fighting for the crown.  
   There’s nothing to protect us, love, or to keep us from the cold,  
   On the ocean wide, where we must bide like jolly seamen bold.

4. There’s tinkers, tailors, shoemakers, lie snoring fast asleep,  
   While we poor souls on the ocean wide are ploughing through the deep.  
   Our officers commanding us and them we must obey,  
   Expecting every moment for to get cast away.

5. But when the wars are all over there’ll be peace on every shore,  
   We’ll return to our wives and our families and the girls that we adore.  
   We’ll will call for liquor merrily, we will spend our money free,  
   And when the money it is all gone we’ll boldly go to sea.
Comprehension Questions

Listen to the song.

1) Who is speaking in the song?
2) How does the sailor speaking intend to keep in touch with Nancy?
3) What is the weather like when he is at sea?

Activity: Writing a letter

- TASK – If you were a sailor at sea, who would you miss? Imagine you are at sea and write a letter to a friend or family member you who you have not seen for many, many months.

Glossary

- Adieu: goodbye or farewell
- Change your ring: swapping your ring with someone
- Ploughing: sailing
- Cast away: thrown off the ship by a violent storm

Love token exhibition at Invicta Primary Pop-Up Museum 2015
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Adieu, Sweet Lovely Nancy

Here's a-dieu, sweet lovely Nancy, Thousand times adieu.

I'm going round the ocean, To seek for something new.

Come change your ring with me, dear girl, Come change your ring with me.

For it might be a token of true love, While I am on the sea.
**Song 5 - Bold Riley**

This is a traditional song which is like a sea shanty in form, but quite gentle. It probably originated from the West Indies, and has evolved into the version we have today. The call and response form makes it very easy to sing. As a class you could learn the refrains and the chorus, and perhaps have smaller groups or volunteers singing the verse lines. You could also have a go at writing your own additional verses in the same form.

**Glossary**

- **Judies**: girls
- **Whitestocking Day**: when sailor’s girlfriends could collect their half pay whilst they were away.

**Comprehension Questions**

Listen to the song.

1) **Are the same amount of people singing all the way through? What do we call this?** Call and response.

**Activity 1:** Look at this lesson’s object:
- **What do you think it is?**
- **What does it have inscribed on it?**
- **Why do you think there is a hole in the coin?**

**Activity 2:** Song writing and singing
- **Don’t forget your warm ups!** See p7
- **Task** – Learn the refrain and chorus of the song as a class. Individuals or small groups could learn the verse lines to create a call and response.
- **Extension** – Try writing your own verse lines about the things you would miss if you were away at sea?

**Activity 3:** Design and art links
- **Task** – Can you draw or make your own love token?
Bold Riley

The anchor is weighed and the rags all set

Riley O, Bold Riley

Them Liverpool judies we'll never forget

Bold Riley O has gone away

Goodbye my darling

Bold Riley O, Bold Riley

Goodbye my dear O,

Goodbye my dear O

Bold Riley O has gone away.
**Lyrics**

1. The anchor is weighed and the rags all set,
   Bold Riley O, Bold Riley,
   Them Liverpool judies we'll never forget,
   Bold Riley O has gone away!

   Chorus:
   *Goodbye, my darling, goodbye, my dear O,*
   *Bold Riley O, Bold Riley,*
   *Goodbye, my darling, goodbye, my dear O,*
   *Bold Riley O, gone away.*

2. The rain it is raining all the day long,
   Bold Riley O, Bold Riley,
   The northerly winds they blow so strong,
   Bold Riley O has gone away

3. Cheer up, Mary Ellen, and don’t look so glum,
   Bold Riley O, Bold Riley,
   On Whitestocking Day you’ll be drinking rum.
   Bold Riley O has gone away

4. We’re outward bound for the Bengal Bay,
   Bold Riley O, Bold Riley,
   Get bending, my lads, it’s a very long way.
   Bold Riley O has gone away
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